Name of the Tool

The European Library : Newspapers Home

Home Page

Logo

URL

http://www.theeuropeanlibrary.org/tel4/newspapers

Subject

Newspapers – Europe - Archives

Accessibility

Free

Language

Multilingual

Publisher

Conference of European National Librarians (CENL)

Brief History

The European Library (TEL) was launched by the Conference of European National
Librarians (CENL) in 2004 as the union catalogue of European national libraries and
has since become a web portal and open data hub for national library data in Europe.
TEL aggregation services for libraries will be stopped and the TEL portal, which
gives access to both bibliographical and digital data sets, the TEL Linked Open Data
set, and TEL digital exhibitions, will be frozen on 31 December 2016, with no
subsequent updates. This allows the TEL Newspapers collection to continue to be
accessible and serve as a starting point for the launch of the Europeana Newspapers
channel in due course. Europeana will also continue to provide aggregation services
to individual libraries with no alternative aggregation routes to Europeana.

Scope and Coverage

The European Library is an Internet service that allows access to the resources of 49
European national libraries and an increasing number of research libraries.

Kind of Information

Searching is free and delivers metadata records as well as digital objects, mostly free
of charge. The objects come from institutions located in countries which are
members of the Council of Europe and range from catalogue records to full-text
books, magazines, journals and audio recordings. Over 200 million records are
searchable, including 24 million pages of full-text content and more than 7 million
digital objects.
Users can navigate to a full-screen mode at Newspaper individual issue page.

Special Features

 Thirty five different languages are represented
among the searchable objects.

 Visitors can explore newspapers by Country, can search a map showing source of
newspapers
 Visitors can explore newspapers by Date, can discover the newspaper content by
date of publication

 Visitors can explore newspapers by Title, can browse all available titles
alphabetically

 Users can refine the search options:
On the Newspapers home page the user can expand "Filter by library, date or
title"-section and specify the search filtering by library, by language or by date
range. On the Newspapers search result page the user has the opportunity to filter
the obtained results by library, by newspaper title, by decade (then by year, then
by month and finally by day) of publication, by country or by language.

Arrangement Pattern

Newspaper titles are arranged alphabetically.

Newspapers are also arranged under three categories according to the number of
items in a descending order. These categories are , Provider, Country, Language

Remarks

Comparable Tools

Date of Access

Designed to meet the needs of the research community worldwide, their online portal
offers quick and easy access to the collections of the 48 National Libraries of Europe
and leading European Research Libraries.
 The British Newspaper Archive ( http://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk/)
 ProQuest Historical Newspapers (http://www.proquest.com/productsservices/pq-hist-news.html)
 Irish Newspaper Archives (https://www.irishnewsarchive.com/)

December 27, 2016.

